A holistic approach to threat
detection and response
As businesses digitally transform, security and operational complexities increase.
Overburdened security teams are inundated with alerts and notiﬁcations from
the multiple tools they manage and too often must take a purely reactive
approach to security.

Companies are rapidly
transforming the way
they do business.

More employees are
working remotely than
ever before.

Global spending on digital
transformation is expected to
approach $6.8 trillion
by 20231

25% of all professional jobs
in North America will be
remote by the end of 20222

Cybercriminals are not
slowing down and
organizations of every
size are being targeted.

Overall number of data
compromises up more

than 68% compared
to 20213

Along with ﬂexibility and scalability, the adoption of cloud
computing brings increased risk.

50%

of respondents said their cloud environments
had been breached in 2020 or 20214

The remote work trend brings increased security challenges.

69%

of organizations are most concerned about securing network
access for remote workers5

Security is fragmented and siloed as security teams manage
multiple tools that are not integrated.

69%

of businesses view their company’s approach to security
as reactive and incident driven6

XDR optimizes the security operations center
It gives security teams a faster and more eﬃcient way to bring together
data from a range of security tools and identify and respond to true threats.

One centralized view across
the attack surface

Continually updated tactical
threat intelligence

Collect and correlate data
from multiple sources

Automation and orchestration
for faster response times

A service that builds on our
established infrastructure and
managed security expertise
Award-winning threat detection and
response capabilities
Leading endpoint security from
SentinelOne
Continually updated AT&T Alien Labs
threat intelligence
Extends capabilities to other industry-leading
security and productivity tools via powerful
AT&T AlienApps™ integrations
24/7 Proactive security monitoring and
investigation
Scalable cloud-based platform incorporates
advanced security analytics and security
orchestration and automation
High-touch onboarding, guided
conﬁguration and deployment, system
tuning, and incident response planning
Manage day-to-day operational tasks and
identify areas of risk

Learn more about how AT&T Managed
Extended Detection and Response can
help you protect your business around
the clock.
Learn more
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